SEARCHLIGHT SUPPORT™ HELPS YOU ACCESS RADICAVA™ (EDARAVONE)

KEY STEPS TO RECEIVING RADICAVA™ (EDARAVONE)

1. **TREATMENT DECISION**: Patient visits healthcare provider (HCP), who determines whether RADICAVA is an appropriate treatment for him/her.

2. **BENEFITS VERIFICATION**: Before beginning treatment the patient’s insurance coverage must be confirmed:
   - a. HCP submits Benefits Investigation and Enrollment Form to connect patient to Searchlight Support. Forms (available at www.RADICAVA.com/HCP) can be submitted by the HCP online through a secure HCP portal, faxed or mailed.
   - b. Searchlight Support conducts rapid benefits investigation to confirm patient insurance coverage and assigns a patient ID.
   - c. A Care Coordinator from Searchlight Support can help the HCP’s office identify a location for infusion service based on individual patient’s insurance benefits and geographical proximity (ALS center, home infusion, physician’s office, free-standing infusion center or hospital outpatient department).
   - d. Case manager contacts patient to explain benefits and discuss co-pay support options.

3. **SCHEDULING INFUSIONS**: Patient or HCP office contacts infusion site or home infusion provider and schedules the first cycle of treatment.

4. **RADICAVA ORDERED**: Site of care submits order form with patient ID to Searchlight Support to obtain RADICAVA for scheduled treatment.

**ONCE YOUR COVERAGE IS DETERMINED BY YOUR INSURER, YOUR PERSONAL CASE MANAGER CAN***:

- Help qualify you for co-pay support for commercial insurance
- Identify independent nonprofit organizations to help those on government insurance who cannot afford their co-insurance
- Connect you to the Nurse Helpline to answer general product questions for you and your caregiver
- Determine eligibility for Patient Assistance Program, for those without insurance
- Identify transportation options
- Find sites of care for infusion therapy

**SEARCHLIGHT SUPPORT – 1-844-SRCHLGT (772-4548)**

*For eligible patients only; restrictions apply
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